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Rationale for these resources
The Saskatchewan Organic Directorate (SOD) has produced these materials to help middle years learners explore the
challenges and advantages of local food production , particularly that which is embedded in a holistic view of human connection to and dependence on ecological systems (see Principles of Local, Organic Food in Saskatchewan). These
resources, three units, for middle years contextualize the benefits of local, organic foods within the larger picture of sustainability principles and practices. The lessons within each of the three units can be added to other units of study,
adapted, changed, and / or used as catalysts for further study, according to student interests, community needs, and
available time.
Unit One introduces students to the connections between their food choices and their ecological foot prints, and making
healthy choices.
Unit Two introduces the students to climate change and the need for individual and community responses to help mitigate
it.
Unit Three introduces students to living soils, building and growing and community action projects

Curriculum Goals Explored: Saskatchewan Ministry of Education
Both the broad areas of learning and the cross-curricular competencies are reflected in these resources which focus on
the need for a sustainable supply of affordable, nourishing food for all. Specific goals in Health, Science, and Social
Studies are addressed as well as Career Education. There are opportunities to engage students in different English Language Arts contexts and themes.
Required
Area of Study
K-12 goals
Health

Science

Social Studies

Goals / learning contexts directly addressed

goals: -Develop the understanding, skills, and confidences necessary to take action to improve
health.
-Make informed decisions based on health-related knowledge.
-Apply decisions that will improve personal health and/or the health of others.
goals: -Understand the Nature of Science and STSE Interrelationships
-Develop Attitudes that Support Scientific Habits of Mind
-Construct Scientific Knowledge
-Develop Scientific and Technological Skills
goals: -Examine various worldviews about the use and distribution of resources and wealth in relation
to the needs of individuals, communities, nations, and the natural environment, and contribute

English Language
Arts

goals: -comprehend and respond, compose and create and assess and respond
contexts: -social, cultural and historical context / communicative context / environmental and
technological

Career Education

goal: -Explore the connections between learning and work pathways and their connections
to community.
- Engage in inquiry to construct a personal life and work plan.
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RAS= Required Area of Study
Social Studies = (SS), Science = (Sc), Health = (H), English Language Arts (ELA)

RAS
Grade 6

Grade 7

Outcomes
DL6.1 - Life Science: Diversity of Living Things (Sc)
DL6.2 - Resources and Wealth (Sc)
CC6.4 - Compose and Create (ELA)

Create Soil Food Webs Page 5

IE7.2 and IE7.4 - Interactions Within Ecosystems (Sc)

Create Soil Food Webs Page 5 and
Food Webs Where we Live Page 7
Ecological Footprint: What is it? Page16
Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home Page 30

USC7.5 - Understanding, Skills and Confidences (H)

Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?27

Create Soil Food Webs - Page 5 and
Food Webs Where we Live Page 7
Create Soil Food Webs - Page 5 and
Food Webs Where we Live Page 7
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture Page 24
RW8.2 - Resources and Wealth (SS)
Ecological Footprint: What is it? Page16
Ecological Footprint: What is yours Page 20
What’s the story of imported foods? Page 22
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture Page 24
Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?27
RW8.3 - Resources and Wealth (SS)
Ecological Footprint: What is it? Page16
Ecological Footprint: What is yours Page 20
What’s the story of imported foods? Page 22
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture Page 24
USC8.6 - Understanding, Skills and Confidences (H)
Ecological Footprint: What is it? Page16
Ecological Footprint: What is yours Page 20
What’s the story of imported foods? Page 22
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture Page 24
AP8.10 - Action Planning (H)
Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?27
CC8.2, CC8.3, CC8.6 , CR 8.5 - Compose and Create
Ecological Footprint: What is it? Page16
and Comprehend and Respond (ELA)
What’s the story of imported foods? Page 22

Grade 8

CS8.1 and CS8.2 -Life Science: Cells, Tissues, Organs, and Systems (Sc)

Grade 9

USC9.5 - Understanding, Skills and Confidences (H)

Other

Lesson title and Page

Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?27
Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home Page 30

Career Education- These resources help students explore work and critical issues around food production, processing, procurement, preparation, marketing, selling, and being actively involved in their communities. Due to
these foci, outcomes regarding “Connections to Community” and “Life and Work Plan” from each grade level can
be considered.
English Language Arts - Each lesson provides opportunities for skills development in ELA. An example is included for grade 8 above.
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Cross-curricular Competencies
Created in September of 2010
Can be found at the Ministry of Education web site.

Lesson 1: Making Soil Webs
An Unseen Living World
“The soil is the great connector of our lives, the source and destination of all.” - Wendell Berry, The Unsettling of America, 1977

Outcomes
DL6.1 - Recognize, describe, and appreciate the diversity of living things in local and other ecosystems
DL6.2 - Examine how humans organize understanding of the diversity of living things.
CC6.4 - Create and present a variety of representations that communicate ideas and information to inform or
persuade and to entertain an audience, including illustrations, diagrams, posters, displays, and cartoons.
IE7.2 - Observe, illustrate, and analyze living organisms within local ecosystems as part of interconnected food
webs
IE7.4 Analyze how ecosystems change in response to natural and human influences, and propose actions to
reduce the impact of human behaviour on a specific ecosystem.

RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.

Teacher background information:
Excerpts from “The Soil Biology Primer” of United States Department of Agriculture – USDA – with permission
http://www.soils.usda.gov/sqi/concepts/soil_biology/biology.html
“The creatures living in the soil are critical to soil quality. They affect soil structure and
therefore soil erosion and water availability. They can protect crops from pests and diseases. They are central to decomposition and nutrient cycling and therefore affect plant
growth and amounts of pollutants in the environment. Finally, the soil is home to a large
proportion of the world's genetic diversity.” (USDA)
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”

An incredible diversity of organisms make up the soil food web. They range in size from
the tiniest one-celled bacteria, algae, fungi, and protozoa, to the more complex nematodes
and micro-arthropods, to the visible earthworms, insects, small vertebrates, and plants.
As these organisms eat, grow, and move through the soil, they make it possible to have clean
water, clean air, healthy plants, and moderated water flow.
There are many ways that the soil food web is an integral part of landscape processes. Soil
organisms decompose organic compounds, including manure, plant residue, and pesticides,
preventing them from entering water and becoming pollutants. They sequester nitrogen and
other nutrients that might otherwise enter groundwater, and they fix nitrogen from the atmosphere, making it available to plants. Many organisms enhance soil aggregation and porosity,
thus increasing infiltration and reducing runoff. Soil organisms prey on crop pests and are food
for above-ground animals. “ (USDA)
Set:
Ask each student to get a teaspoon of organic garden dirt from a pail in the classroom., Ask
students to think about how much life is in their spoonful of soil. Tell them that the smallest life
forms are bacteria, and that there are four types of life forms in the teaspoon. Then, show students the information on the chart below (larger version attached ).
Discuss the types of soils in the locale with students and compare them with the chart. Tell
them that they will look more closely at these life forms, which are critical to healthy, organic
soil. These life forms form microscopic eco-systems called Soil Food Webs.

Materials:

Small pail of organic garden soil
Charts from USDA regarding Soil Food Web (attached)
Soil Biology Primer (attached) for teacher use
Research cards with one element of the soil food web (SFW) on each
Large SFW diagram without labels
Microscope
Method:
In pairs or threes (depending on the number of students) have students take one card. They
will research the element of the Soil Food Web on the card, finding out as much as they can
about it.
When all groups are finished, place the large SFW diagram on the board and have students
place their component on the diagram, beginning with organic matter. Have each group report
6
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their findings and interesting facts to the class. When the Soil Food Web is recreated on the
diagram, ask students to describe what they see, (that it does not create a food chain, but resembles a web).
Have students, in small groups, choose another example of an eco-system, identify examples
of flora and fauna within the eco-system and create a food web based on these life forms

TYPICAL FOOD WEB STRUCTURES
The “structure” of a food web is the composition and relative numbers of organisms in each
group within the soil system. Each type of ecosystem has a characteristic food web structure
(see table on right below). Some features of food web structures include:






The ratio of fungi to bacteria is characteristic to the type of system. Grasslands and agricultural soils usually have bacterial-dominated food webs – that is, most biomass is in the
form of bacteria. Highly productive agricultural soils tend to have ratios of fungal to bacterial biomass near 1:1 or somewhat less. Forests tend to have fungal-dominated food webs.
The ratio of fungal to bacterial biomass may be 5:1 to 10:1 in a deciduous forest and 100:1
to 1000:1 in a coniferous forest.
Organisms reflect their food source. For example, protozoa are abundant where bacteria
are plentiful. Where bacteria dominate over fungi, nematodes that eat bacteria are more
numerous than nematodes that eat fungi.
Management practices change food webs. For example, in reduced tillage agricultural systems, the ratio of fungi to bacteria increases over time, and earthworms and arthropods
become more plentiful.
http://www.soils.usda.gov/sqi/concepts/soil_biology/fw_soilhealth.html
Charts and graphs on the following pages will be useful for this lesson.

.
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Lesson 2: Soil Food Webs Where we Live
Outcomes
DL6.1 - Recognize, describe, and appreciate the diversity of living things in local and other ecosystems
DL6.2 - Examine how humans organize understanding of the diversity of living things.
CC6.4 - Create and present a variety of representations that communicate ideas and information to inform or
persuade and to entertain an audience, including illustrations, diagrams, posters, displays, and cartoons.
IE7.2 - Observe, illustrate, and analyze living organisms within local ecosystems as part of interconnected food
webs
IE7.4 Analyze how ecosystems change in response to natural and human influences, and propose actions to
reduce the impact of human behaviour on a specific ecosystem.

RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.

In this lesson, students will apply what they learned in the previous lesson and determine the
relative health of soil in various locations in their community. They will create two types of
traps for soil life. The Berlese trap will be for the smallest creatures and the Pitfall trap will
be for earthworms and Arthropods.
Set:
Have ready – made examples of the two traps and let students know they will create their own.
Materials:
See Berlese and Pitfall Traps on page 10 below.
Identified areas to place traps
Microscope

Method:
Have students create their own traps in groups of two or three. With the class, determine a location to place the traps and/or from which to get soil for the Berlese traps.
After a period of time check the traps to see which if any creatures have been captured. Using
the strongest microscope you can find, examine the tiniest elements (creatures) and try to estimate numbers if possible.
Discuss various kinds of Food Webs as described on pages 11 and 12
Assesment: Check Appendix for Rubrics for evaluation
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How to Set up a Berlese Funnel
Many tiny arthropods make their homes in leaf litter, rotting wood, or soil. They can be coaxed to leave their habitat if
you make conditions uncomfortable enough (but not lethal). Since their preferred habitat is dark, cool, and moist, you
can force them out by applying light and heat. Gather a small sample (in a small bucket or bag) of leaf litter, wood, or
soil. Indoors, set up a contraption called a Berlese funnel. These are available from biological supply houses, too, but
are easy to put together yourself.

How to Set up a Pitfall Trap
Another way to catch soil dwellers is to set up a pitfall trap. Get a smooth-sided container like a soda bottle cut in half
or a large margarine tub. Dig a hole (save the soil to replace later) and put the container in it. The top of the container
should be level with the ground. You can put some crumpled paper or an inch or so of water in the bottom of the container. If you want to try a baited trap, meat scraps, decaying fruit, or molasses mixed half with water all work well.
Each type of bait attracts different arthropods, so use only one type of bait at a time.
Place four or five small stones around the top of the container and put a piece of wood or heavy cardboard on the
stones. Make sure you leave space for the arthropods to drop in. Put another handful of stones on top of the board to
hold it down. Let the trap sit for a few hours or overnight, then check to see what you have caught. Try experimenting
with different baits to see if they attract different arthropods.
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Lesson 3: Ecological Footprint What is an Ecological Footprint?
Outcomes
IE7.4 Analyze how ecosystems change in response to natural and human influences, and propose actions to
reduce the impact of human behaviour on a specific ecosystem. [DM, CP]
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CC8.2, CC8.3, CC8.6 , CR 8.5 Follow links for ELA details

http://fatknowledge.blogspot.com/2007/06/ecological-footprint-of-food-items.html

In this lesson student will:


Discuss what an ecological foot print is.



Discuss what’s so important about an ecological foot print



Look at what overshoot and sustainability are

Materials:


Pre-assessment on Page 18



Computers



Tree map chart (ecological footprint chart) page 19



Graph entitled “Humanity’s Ecological Footprint” created on chart paper by teacher



“Switch it Off” picture



Picture of a semi, airplane, or other mode of transportation
16
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Teacher Background
An ecological footprint impact’s the earth’s environment. An ecological footprint is the amount of productive
land and water that is needed to supply an organism. It is the measure of human demand on the Earth’s ecosystems. It is an estimate of how much it would take to support humanity if humans continue to live their current lifestyle. Ecological footprints come in different sizes. A big ecological footprint is called an overshoot.
Overshoot is when a person takes more than the earth can renew. A small ecological footprint can be called
sustainability. Sustainability is when a person does not take more than the earth can renew. An ecological
footprint can be calculated by finding out how much energy we use. We use energy for food, water, shelter,
and mobility. There are different ways that humans use energy in their homes. When we leave things like
T.V.s and lights on, we are wasting energy and creating an even larger ecological footprint. Encourage the
students to switch things off when they are not using them. This is one way to decrease our ecological footprints.
Transportation is another way that humans use energy. Automobiles and airplanes pollute our environment by
burning fuel or oil. They are non-renewable resources and they release carbon dioxide.

Pre-assessment
1.

The students will complete the pre-assessment on page 18.

Set
1.

Students will take an ecological footprint quiz that can be found at www.myfootprint.org. It would be a
good idea to take the quiz prior getting the students to take it.

2.

Tell the students that if they are not sure how to answer one of the questions to take a guess because
there are no wrong answers.

3.

The teacher’s results and the student’s results should be shared with the class. The data should be recorded in a chart.

Lesson
1.

Watch the youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXXbAXG4zwA

2.

Tell the students to picture a room that has lights and a T.V. on. Now picture nobody in the room. The
door is open and heat is being let out of the house. The electricity that is being used is now wasted and
has created air pollution.

3.

Discuss how each student got to school. Transportation is another way we use energy.

4.

Display a picture of a semi or airplane and ask the students what they notice. Discuss ways to save energy like riding a bike, taking a bus, or car pooling. If necessary show them various pictures of modes of
transportation and discuss the pros and cons of each.

5.

Think of the local food store and discuss how the foods get there. Transportation plays a big role in how
we get food. If foods in a grocery store have travelled less than ten hours, that means that they are locally
gown food. Foods that are purchased in stores like Walmart or Superstore may come from somewhere
around the world. A lot of foods in the winter are brought from Australia because countries on the other
side of the world are having summer when we are having winter.

6.

Discuss ecological footprints, overshoot, sustainability, and different types of energy usage. As you discuss this, have the students fill in as much information in the ecological footprint tree map as possible.
Once the students have had a chance to fill in as much individually, pair them up to complete the map.
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Ecological Footprint Pre-assessment
Please answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. This is not for marks.
1.

What is an ecological footprint?

2.

List three things that can make your ecological footprint smaller?

3.

List three things that can make your ecological footprint bigger?

4. In at least two sentences explain why it is important to make your ecological footprints smaller?
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Ecological Footprint Assessment Tree
Big Footprint

Small Footprint
Overshoot

Sustainability

Energy Uses
Transportation

Not Locally Purchased
Food

Energy Uses
Home Use

Automobiles

Home Use

Automobiles

Transportation

Locally Purchased
Food
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Lesson 4: Ecological Footprint - Part 2
What is Your Ecological Footprint?
Outcomes
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CR8.5, CC8.1, CC8.5, CC8.6, CC8.7 Follow the link to find all the Outcomes for Grade 8 ELA
Lesson:



Review the results from the individual ecological footprint quiz



Research Canada’s ecological footprint as well as a student chosen country.



Write a report on their personal ecological footprint. (http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/
page/personal_footprint/)



Excellent site for Canada's ecological footprint (http://www.peelregion.ca/planning/bulletins/ecological.pdf)



Determine ways to lesson their personal ecological footprints and create a presentation or science experiment to show how they can lesson their ecological footprint.



Personal footprint quiz (http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/personal_footprint/)

Teacher Background:
An ecological footprint is the amount of productive land and water that is needed to supply an organism. It is the
measure of human demand on the Earth’s ecosystems. It is an estimate of how much it would take to support
humanity if humans continue to live their current lifestyle.
Assignment:
1.

Review ecological footprints, sustainability, and overshoot. As well, review different types of energy uses.

2.

With a partner of your choice, you will create a project outlining what an ecological footprint is. You must
also inform others how people can reduce the size of their ecological footprint in relation to Canadian lifestyles. The project form will be student chosen. They may choose to do a poster, PowerPoint, film, etc.
They must include all research that they used and make sure to site each source properly.

Assessment:
Use the rubric on page 21 or you may choose to co-create a rubric with your class. This leaves no surprises with
your expectations and allows the students to have input on the project.

Once the research project is finished, the students should retake the pre-assessment. This time it will be
known as the post-assessment. Make sure that the students know that the post-assessment is not for
marks. It is only for you and them to see how much they have learned about what an ecological footprint
is and how they can make recommendations to reduce theirs and others.
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Rubric Assessment for Ecological Footprint
1

2

3

4

The student has more
than 8 mistakes in
grammar, spelling,
sentence structure, or
punctuation.

The student has 5-8
mistakes in grammar,
spelling, sentence
structure, or
punctuation.

The student has 3-4
mistakes in grammar,
spelling, sentence
structure, or
punctuation.

The student has less
than 2 or fewer mistakes in grammar,
spelling, sentence
structure, or punctuation.

The student missed
more than one
assignment
requirement.

The students missed
one aspect of the
requirements.

The students fulfilled all
the required of the
assignment.

The students fulfilled all
the required of the
assignment. As well,
they discussed how
their study could be
utilized to create further
studies.

Research

The student showed no
signs of utilizing the
research they found.

The student did lots of
research, but they did
not use enough of their
research material to
support their topic.

The student made use
of all their research to
prepare their
presentation.

The student made use
of all their research to
prepare their
presentation. As well,
they highlighted how
their research could be
used to help others
reduce their ecological
footprints.

Knowledge of
Ecological
Footprints

The student does not
seem to have
knowledge about what
an ecological footprint is
and how they can
reduce their own
footprint.

The student has a good
grasp of what an
ecological footprint is,
but the
recommendations they
made to reduce their
ecological footprints
were not logical.

The students have
grasped the concept of
an ecological footprint.
They made recommendations to decrease
their own ecological
footprints.

The students have
grasped the concept of
an ecological footprint.
They made
recommendations to
decrease their own
ecological footprints. As
well, they outlined how
their recommendations
to decrease their
ecological footprints
would impact another
person’s ecological
footprint.

Presentation

He students were unable to do the presentation.

The students did the
presentation, but they
were not able to
knowledgably discuss
the topic without the
use of the poster, etc.

The students each took
part in the presentation
and were able to
knowledgably discuss
the topic.

The students each took
part in the presentation
and were able to
knowledgably discuss
the topic. As well, the
students creatively
involved the audience
to help them understand
the topic.

Mechanics

Project
Requirements
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Lesson 5: What’s the Story of Imported Foods
Outcomes
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CR8.5, CC8.1, CC8.5, CC8.6, CC8.7 Follow the link to find all the Outcomes for Grade 8 ELA

Lesson:
Imported foods are foods brought into Canada from other countries, The students will research the most common forms of imported foods in Canada and from where they come. They will research Canada’s regulations for
importing food products.
The following are useful sites to help students:



http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/fssa/imp/guide1e.shtml



http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/fssa/impe.shtml



http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/content/9-reasons-buy-local-sustainable-farms



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUKSX-zBThg&feature=player_embedded#!

The students may want to contact government agencies like the Canada Food Inspection Agency. They will be
able to help them understand what foods and quantities are imported into Canada. As well, they will give them
information on what regulations imported food needs to go through. Once they have found out the information,
the students will then fill out a chart that highlights the types of imported foods in Canada and the regulations that
go along with each.
Students need to be aware of Canada’s Free Trade agreement with the United States and Mexico. We are required to import products such as beef even though we are able to grow Canadian beef for less. You choose to
look at the following website “Foreign Affairs and International Trade in Canada”
Once they have completed the first chart, they will then take a look at the countries that export food to Canada.
They will compare those countries regulations on exporting food products. This will give the students an idea as
to what countries are doing to keep Canadian food safe, if anything at all. A Venn diagram would be a useful
graphic organizer as well as a chart. The chart would be used to give an overall impression of all countries that
Canada imports food from. The Venn diagram can be used by individuals when comparing Canada’s regulations
to other countries, As a class, you need to have the students highlight their countries regulations in comparison
to Canada. This information will then be charted so that the students have all the regulations from other countries.
Venn diagrams can be found at the following website:
http://www.educationworld.com/tools_templates/
The chart that should be utilized is on page 23.

Assessment
The completed chart and Venn diagram should be handed in to ensure understanding.
22
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Comparison of Canadian Imported Food Regulations
To
World Countries Exported Food Regulations
Canadian Regulations for Imported Food

Other Countries Regulations for Exporting Food
Country

Exported Food Regulation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Lesson 6: Food Miles: Only Part of the Picture

http://www.ecoaction.com.au/category.php?id=80

Outcomes
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CR8.5, CC8.1, CC8.5, CC8.6, CC8.7 Follow the link to find all the Outcomes for Grade 8 ELA
Teacher Background
Food miles refers to the distance that food travels between the locations at which it was produced and consumed. Food that is not locally grown or imported have a higher number of food miles. Foods that have a high
number of food miles also have large ecological footprints. If the food has high numbers of food miles than it
stands to reason that it will cost more to purchase.
Materials
Sticky notes
Youtube video

Set
Hand out sticky notes and write the word imported on the board for students to see. Have them write down
what the word means to them and place the sticky note near the word on the board. This will serve as a preassessment for you to gauge their knowledge of what imported means.
Lesson
1.

Read the sticky notes and discuss them as you go or when you have finished reading all of them.

2.

Ask the students what the word miles means?

3.

Put the two words, “Food Miles” , on the board and see of the students can determine what this phrase
means. Most students should be able to understand this concept.

4.

Refer back to the imported sticky notes. Ask them to clarify their understanding of this word now that they
have determined what the phrase “Food Miles” means.

5.

Play the youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy1uNxzHjfA

6.

Discuss the video and have the students summarize it in their own words and have them hand it in. They
should discuss their understanding of “Food Miles” and they should give a suggestion on how to reduce the
impact of Food Miles. Some may suggest to buy locally.

7.

At the end of the lesson show the following youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
24
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Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture
Part 2
Materials



Food items brought from home



Computers

Set
1.

Review the terms “Food Miles” and “Imported”.

2.

Ask the students if their idea about these terms changed from the beginning of the previous lesson to now.

Lesson
1.

Look at the food items that students brought to class. Discuss how they think the foods got to the grocery
store.

2.

Discuss the following:



Are there any specialty shops nearby? (For example a bakery or greenhouse.)



What do they know about farmer’s markets?



How far do they have to travel to find a food supplier?

3.

Research what organic farming is. Have the students work in pairs. They must find pros and cons for

organic farming.
4. This short list of pros and cons needs to be ready for next class. Make sure that there is an equal amount of
groups so that when it is time for the debates, there will be enough teams to have a debate. As well, it might be
useful to discuss with the students that they may want to look at local and school policies in regards to their nutrition policies. Some places to look would be the local health center, nursing homes, etc.

Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture
Part 3
Materials



Finished pros and cons list from previous lesson

Set
1.

Review the term organic farming.

2.

Give the students the following assignment:



You will use the notes on page 26 to prepare a debate.

Assessment
Use the following rubric from the internet to assess the debate.
http://members.shaw.ca/veni/debate_rubric.htm
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Debate Format
Debate Terms



Debate: a competition in which two opposing teams make speeches to support their arguments and disagree
with those of the other team



Resolution: the opinion about which two teams argue



Rebuttal: explains why one team disagrees with the other team

Strategies
1.

If you don’t want to debate a point, don’t bring it up.

2.

Don’t get mad — get even through use of logic.

3.

Control the floor when it’s your turn.

4.

Listen to the other side and be prepared to rebut their arguments.

5.

Only use formal language and not slang.

6.

Take time to read the literature carefully. Make sure to quote the sources you use.

7.

Know the position of the other side as well as you know your own.

8.

Save the beset quote for the last.

9.

If possible, stand to speak.

10. Use the rubric to ensure you have followed the assignment guidelines.
Debate Assignment
You are to debate either the pros and cons side of organic farming. You will prepare a five minute speech to
debate your side of the issue. As well, you will need to have some ideas in mind as to what the other side will
say. This needs to be so that you can prepare some ideas for a rebuttal. Each team member needs to play an
active role in the research as well as the actual debate. The debate notes that the teams have prepared need to
be handed in.
Debate Handout
http://www.kyrene.org/schools/brisas/sunda/debate/teaching_debate.htm
This is an awesome source to give to students. This is where the above terms came from.
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Lesson 7: Sustainable Food Production:
What’s the Best Choice
Outcomes
CC6.4 - Create and present a variety of representations that communicate ideas and information to inform or
persuade and to entertain an audience, including illustrations, diagrams, posters, displays, and cartoons.
CR8.5 Listen critically to understand, gather information, follow directions, form an opinion, and analyze oral
presentations for diverse opinions, presenter’s point of view, values, and biases, stereotypes, or prejudices.
CC8.2 Create and present a group inquiry project related to a topic, theme, or issue studied in English language arts.

CC8.3 Select and use the appropriate strategies to communicate meaning before during, and after speaking,
writing, and other representing activities.
CC8.6 Use oral language to interact purposefully, confidently, and respectfully in a variety of situations including one-to-one, small group, and large group discussions
RW8.2

Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.

RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.

Teacher Background
Sustainable agriculture is a way of raising food that is healthy for consumers and animals, does not harm the
environment, is humane for workers, respects animals, provides a fair wage to the farmer, and supports and enhances rural communities. (http://www.sustainabletable.org/intro/whatis/)
Materials



A variety of fruits and vegetables representing both organic/sustainable as well as conventional products.
Keep the price tags on. Purchase two of various items (for ex: one organic banana and one non-organic
banana)



Why Buy Sustainable handout on page 28



Pieces of paper for snowball activity

Set
1.

Set out the food samples for the students to see.

2.

Ask the students if they see differences between the two packages of the same pairs of foods. They may
notice small differences, but tell them that there is a big difference.

3.

Write the words organic and sustainable on the board.

4.

The students should have a good grasp of the word organic from the previous debate.

5.

Give each student a piece of paper and have them write both words on it. Get the students to sit in a circle.
Each student needs to write ideas that come to their minds about each word. Give them about 20 seconds.
Once the 20 seconds are over, each student needs to crumple up their papers and throw them in the middle.
Each student than grabs another piece and writes down words that relate to the words already on the paper
or new words. Do this for as long as the student’s attention span warrants. This may mean you do the activity for about 3-4 times. This activity lets you determine the student’s prior knowledge about the subject.

Lesson continued on page 29
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Why Buy Sustainable?
There are many reasons to buy sustainable, including:
1. Health. According to New York Times bestselling author Jo Robinson, grass-fed beef has two to six times
more omega-3s than factory farmed, grain-fed meat. Omega-3 is a “good” fat that helps our cardiovascular system, our brain function and may help prevent cancer.
The concept of sustainability also involves eating local, which means buying food from a farm as close to you as
possible. This cuts down on the length of time between when the food is harvested or processed and when you
eat it. After being harvested, food begins to lose nutrients, so the less time between the farm and your dinner
plate, the more nutritious the food is for you.
2. Tastes better. Most people claim that sustainably-raised food simply tastes better. For example, today’s industrial-raised turkeys are injected with saline solution and vegetable oils to try to improve “mouth feel.” Years
ago, a cook only had to put a turkey in the oven; today, the bird must be marinated, deep fried or brined to try to
counteract the lack of flavor and dryness inherent in the meat.
3. Animals. Sustainably-raised animals are treated humanely and are permitted to carry out natural behaviors
such as rooting in the dirt and pecking the ground. Factory-farmed animals are crammed together in unsanitary
conditions, where they suffer horribly and are often sick. Most never see sunlight and their feet never touch the
ground. These unhealthy animals are then processed and their meat sold to you.
4. Environment. On unsustainable factory farms, thousands of animals excrete tons of waste every week. Millions of gallons of this untreated waste are often held in open-air lagoons and pollute the surrounding air, land,
and water. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, hog, chicken, and cattle waste polluted 35,000
miles of rivers in 22 states and contaminated groundwater in 17 states during the 1990s.
5. Workers. Workers on factory farms operate in very dangerous conditions. Some have been overcome by gases from manure lagoons and have died. They are often paid minimum wage and have no rights or say in their
job. Employees on sustainable farms are paid a fair wage and are treated with respect.
6. Rural communities. Sustainable farms are an integral part of the community, where money made on the farm
is filtered back into local businesses. Studies have shown that factory farms can tear apart rural communities.
7. Fossil fuels and energy use. Raising animals on factory farms takes a large amount of oil—to grow and harvest the crops that feed the animals, to fueling the ventilation systems and electricity in the barns in which they’re
held, to the transportation costs to move the animals the long distances they travel. This increases our dependence on foreign oil and foreign countries. Oil is also a non-renewable resource—meaning it cannot replenish itself. Some researchers have estimated that the planet will be out of oil within 50 years.
8. Saving family farms. Since 1950, over 2 million farms that raised hogs have disappeared. If this continues,
we might lose all our farms, except for a few industrial facilities that will dictate what we eat—or we may have to
rely on other countries for our food. By eating sustainably, you’re supporting a true American tradition that’s part
of our cultural heritage—the small, independent family farmer.
These are just a few reasons to eat sustainable food. Find out more by visiting Sustainable Table at
www:sustainabletable.org. or Why to Buy from Local Sustainable Farms.

Create change—one forkful at a time.

http://www.sustainabletable.org/intro/why/index.php and Saskatchewan Organic Directorates articles
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Lesson
1.

Discuss words that were written on the pieces of paper. Help the students make a connection between organic and sustainable. Sustainable methods of farming produce organic foods.

2.

Have the students get into groups of two to share ideas about why it may be better to eat organic foods as
opposed to non-organic. After a few minutes of discussion, have the groups discuss their responses on the
board or chart paper. If you use chart paper, then you will be able to display the responses throughout the
unit.

3.
4.

Distribute the article “Why Buy Sustainable” and read and discuss it as a class.
Write the costs of the purchased food on the board. Discuss with the students why the organic foods cost
more.

5.

Cut up the food and allow the students to taste the differences between the organic and non-organic foods.

6.

Discuss the difference between price and taste.

7.

For homework, have the students think about the what is better, spending more money to buy organic foods
or spending less to purchase non-organic, slightly less healthy foods.

Assessment
Assess the learners based on their involvement in the class discussion and their group work.

Sustainable Resources


"Great Nutrition Resources for Children." Guide to Nursing Schools.
http://www.guidetonursingschools.com/library/childrens-nutrition

This site is full of up-to-date facts, information and activities for different ages, and links to interactive sites.



Organic vs. Conventional: What Do the Experts Say?
http://www.cnn.com/2007/HEALTH/diet.fitness/04/13/cl.organics/index.html



Sustainable Table. "Why Eat Well?" http://www.sustainabletable.org/intro/whyeatwell/



Sustainable Table. "Why Buy Sustainable?" http://www.sustainabletable.org/intro/why/index.php



Organic Consumers Association. "Why Organic Food Costs More than Industrial Food"
http://www.organicconsumers.org/organic/costsmore082405.cfm



Food Co-ops, Health Food stores, Natural Food Stores http://www.greenpeople.org/healthfood.htm
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Lesson 7: Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home
Outcomes
USC7.5 Evaluate personal food choices and needs by applying accurate and current nutritional knowledge
(e.g., content labels).
USC9.5 Evaluate a variety of healthy food policies and plan to participate in the development, revision, and/or
implementation of a healthy food policy
Teacher Background :
Refer to the following website to find helpful information from Health Canada.
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/index-eng.php
You may choose to order copies for each student online. As well, you can print copies off.
Materials :



Copies of Canada’s Food Guide for every student



“Cheddarville Chokes on Food Quiz” worksheet on page 31
http://www.healthyeatingpei.ca/toolkit-section6.php#a08



Cheddarville answer key page 32



Index cards

Set :
1.

Ask the students to write down everything that they ate the previous day.

2.

Discuss the following with the students: What is healthy living?

Lesson :
1.

Get each student to write down what they know about Canada’s Food Guide. Only allow 1—2 minutes for
this activity. It will help you gauge what they already know about the topic.

2.

Pass out the Food Guide to each student.

3.

Review the food groups.

4.

Give them a copy of the “Cheddarville Chokes on Food Quiz” and have each student answer the questions
using Canada’s Food Guide.

5.

Discuss the student’s answers in class.

Closing:
Have each student fill out an exit card using the index cards. The exit card should have the following questions
written on it:
1.

How does Canada’s Food Guide help us stay healthy?

2.

What are the four food groups in Canada?

3.

How many daily servings do teens need of each food group?

4.

List two examples of one serving of each food group.
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Lesson 7: Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home
Part 2
Materials :



Meal planning chart page 34



Grocery list for non-organic (page 35) and organic grocery list (page 36)

Set :
1.

Review four food groups and serving sizes.

Lesson :
1.

Ask the students if they know what meal planning is.

2.

Show them how to plan meals for one day.

3.

As well the Directories on the Food Miles website would allow consumers to buy direct from a producer,
where to find restaurants serving local and organic foods, and where to buy organic or where to find
Farmer’s Markets. This is a Saskatchewan based website, so it would be useful to have the students find
other places to buy locally grown or organic foods in Canada. Canadian Organic Growers, Canada’s Online
Organic Store, Government of Alberta Organic Foods: Making Wise Choices.

Assignment :
Have students use the Canada Food Guide to plan two meals for one day. Meals need to be planned for a whole
week. Each student needs to go to a grocery store and price out non-organic and organic foods that they would
need to prepare those meals for the week. These prices need to be used to determine the cost of each meal.
Once the planning is done, the student then needs to determine the price difference between the same meals
planned organically and non-organically.
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Meal Planning Chart
Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
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Meal Planning Grocery List For Non-organic Foods
Day of the Week: ______________________________________
Milk and
Alternatives

Fruits and Vegetables

Grain Products

Meat and
Alternatives

Price

Meat and
Alternatives

Price

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper

Day of the Week: ______________________________________

Milk and
Alternatives

Fruits and Vegetables

Grain Products

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper
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Meal Planning Grocery List For Organic Foods
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Day of the Week: -__________________________________
Milk and
Alternatives

Fruits and Vegetables

Grain Products

Meat and
Alternatives

Price

Meat and
Alternatives

Price

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper

Day of the Week: ____________________________________________
Milk and
Alternatives

Fruits and Vegetables

Grain Products

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper
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Optional Assignment
The students could create a pamphlet summarizing all the information from the unit. It could contain the following:



What an ecological footprint is and how to lesson our personal footprints.



What organic farming is and how it is beneficial. At this point they would need to discuss the concept of sustainable
food production.



Canada’s Food Guide should be the last topic in the pamphlet. They could use this to discuss different food options
that can be purchased locally and how they fit into Canada’s Food Guide.

This pamphlet could be sent to local establishments such as hospitals, businesses, etc. to make the public aware of different food options within their own community. Microsoft Publisher would be a good source to create these pamphlets on.
Assessment
If you choose to do this assignment, the teacher should create a rubric with the class. This keeps the students involved in
the assessment process and allows them to have input into what the final product looks like.

For extra information regarding Local and Organic Foods
Refer to the Food Miles Website or
the Saskatchewan Organic Directorate

